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Surface Plasmon Resonance Imaging of Biomolecular Interactions on a Grating-Based Sensor Array

Abstract
A surface plasmon resonance sensor array based upon a grating substrate was developed for the detection of biomolecular interactions. The substrate consisted of a gold grating prepared by wet chemical treatment of a commercial recordable compact disk. A custom-built floating pin microspotter was constructed to deliver solutions containing ω-functionalized linear alkanethiols to the grating surface and produce an array of sensor elements with different exposed functional end groups. This array platform can be used to study biomolecular interactions in a label-free, sensitive, and high-throughput format. To illustrate the performance of this device, a test protein (bovine serum albumin) was exposed to sensor elements containing an array of functionalized alkanethiols possessing either activated carboxylic acid-, amine-, or hydroxyl-terminated regions. Local changes in plasmon resonance were monitored in a fixed-angle imaging configuration. Plasmon images clearly distinguish the degree of protein attachment at the various surfaces. The molecular binding events on the grating were also confirmed by ellipsometry. This grating-based SPR imaging platform represents a simple and robust method for performing label-free, high-sensitivity, and high-throughput detection of biomolecular interactions.
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Surface Plasmon Resonance Imaging of Biomolecular Interactions on a Grating-Based Sensor Array
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A surface plasmon resonance sensor array based upon a grating substrate was developed for the detection of biomolecular interactions. The substrate consisted of a gold grating prepared by wet chemical treatment of a biomolecular interactions. The substrate consisted of a grating substrate was developed for the detection of a commercial recordable compact disk. A custom-built gold grating prepared by wet chemical treatment of a biomolecular interactions. The substrate consisted of a grating substrate was developed for the detection of A surface plasmon resonance sensor array based upon a label-free, high-sensitivity, and high-throughput detection by ellipsometry. This grating-based SPR imaging platform illustrates the performance of this device, a test protein with different exposed functional end groups. This array configuration. Plasmon images clearly distinguish the degree of protein attachment at the various surfaces. The molecular binding events on the grating were also confirmed by ellipsometry. This grating-based SPR imaging platform represents a simple and robust method for performing label-free, high-sensitivity, and high-throughput detection of biomolecular interactions.

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensing has emerged as a powerful tool to measure the binding of analytes to functionalized surfaces and immobilized (bio)molecules and has found utility in the development of immunosensors, proteomics, drug discovery, immunogenicity studies, and detection of environmental pollutants and food contaminants. It has also been used to monitor such events as DNA hybridization and protein–DNA interactions. Several reviews are available in the literature regarding surface plasmon resonance sensing. The advantages that SPR sensing provides over competing techniques for measuring biomolecular interactions such as radioimmunoassay and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay include that it requires very low reagent quantities, obviates the need for labeling or complex reaction/washing steps, and can be performed in real time with high precision and specificity of the assay. In addition, the ability to perform SPR imaging makes this technique a promising high-throughput screening tool.

To achieve high-throughput SPR sensing, one can increase the number of sensor elements per unit area by miniaturization or by the creation of sensor arrays. The use of microfluidic channels has been demonstrated for the study of antibody/antigen interactions at varying concentration levels as a one-dimensional array. Two-dimensional array-based SPR sensing platforms have also been reported for a range of biological analytes.
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A variety of schemes have been employed to excite surface plasmons, including the use of prisms and gratings,18,36,48 as well as the recent discovery of surface plasmons excited by subwavelength features.33,37 In the majority of SPR applications, the prism-based Kretschmann configuration is used for optical excitation of surface plasmons in a thin metal film under conditions of attenuated total internal reflection.18 In this arrangement, light travels through the prism to excite plasmons in a thin metal film from the backside of the test sample. Thus, attenuation and optical artifacts due to the sample environment are avoided. However, only films of a precise and limited range of thickness may be used. An alternative form of excitation involves placing a sample directly onto a topographically modulated surface such as a grating and exciting surface plasmons by direct illumination.32 The advantages of grating-based SPR sensing include the fact that a prism is not necessary to excite surface plasmons and the optical quality of the substrate is not crucial. In addition, the narrow window of thicknesses allowed for the metal film in the Kretschmann configuration is obviated with grating excitation. The use of external reflection with a grating substrate allows macroscopically thick metal films to be interrogated. Another appealing feature of grating-based SPR is that inexpensive and disposable plastic gratings can be used as substrates. For example, commercially available compact disks (CDs) and digital versatile disks (DVDs), which are mass produced by injection-molding techniques, can serve as inexpensive grating substrates. The presence of a pregroove (vide infra) in CD-Rs has motivated their use in SPR sensing. Indeed, the use of a gold grating from a commercial CD-R for excitation of surface plasmons was recently reported.33 In addition, silver and gold CD-Rs have been used as a source of planar electrodes34–36 and as a platform for the construction of alkanethiolate monolayers.37 One limitation of grating-based SPR sensing is that, for in situ SPR studies, the solution should be transparent and interact minimally with the incident light. However, there is no such restriction if SPR detection is done in air, which makes it suitable for portable field testing applications and as a label-free tool for readout of DNA and protein microarrays.38

In this report, we describe the development of a grating-based sensor array for surface plasmon resonance imaging of biomolecular adsorption. A commercial CD-R is modified by chemical treatment and subsequent spot printing to create an array of carboxylic acid-, amine-, and hydroxyl-terminated self-assembled monolayer regions on gold. The binding of bovine serum albumin (BSA) is then interrogated by SPR imaging. Images depicting changes in SPR intensity at a fixed angle of incidence were captured to illustrate variations in BSA coverage versus position. Differences in BSA binding to carboxylic acid, amine-, and hydroxyl-terminated regions are observed as well as significant nonspecific adsorption onto unmodified gold. This work demonstrates the utility and flexibility of this sensing technique as well as a discussion of some of the design issues associated with the grating geometry and sensor assembly.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**Materials and Reagents.** Absolute ethanol, 11-mercapto-decanoic acid (MUA), 11-mercapto-1-undecanol (MUL), 11-amino-1-undecanethiol hydrochloride (MUN), BSA, N,N-dimethylacetamide (N,N-DMA), 4-Amino-4-decanoyloxybenzamine (NHS), N,N-dimethylaminopropyl-N,N-diethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), and HEPES were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Glycerol and sodium chloride were acquired from Fisher Scientific (Fairlawn, NJ), and nitric acid was from J. T. Baker (Phillipsburg, NJ). All chemicals and reagents were used as received. Recordable compact disks (MAM-A Gold CD-R) were purchased from Inkjet Art Solutions (Salt Lake City, UT). Gold (99.999%) was purchased from Ernest Fullam (Latham, NY). HEPES-buffered saline (HBS, 10 mM HEPES, 150 mM sodium chloride) was prepared with the pH adjusted to 7.4 using 10 mM NaOH and stored at 4 °C. All buffers and solutions were prepared with 18 MΩ deionized water (NANOPure, Barnstead, Dubuque, IA). Solutions containing 10 mM MUA, MUN and MUL were made in glycerol and sonicated for 1 h prior to use.

**Grating Construction.** The CD-Rs used in this work consisted of sequential layers of polycarbonate, dye, gold, protective lacquer, and polymer coatings (Figure 1). In commercial CD-Rs, the polycarbonate layer has a spiral groove (called a pregroove) formed during the injection molding process that assists in laser tracking during writing and recovery of data. A photosensitive dye is coated on top of this substrate, and it is this layer that is “burned” in the process of writing data on a CD-R. A thin (50–100 nm) layer of metal (e.g., gold) is sputtered on top of this dye followed by protective coats of lacquer and a polymer to prevent the metal film from damage. We took advantage of the fact that the pitch of the pregroove in CD-Rs is sufficient to excite surface plasmons on gold in air.

---

Further preparation of the CD-Rs involved removing the protective polymer and lacquer layers on the topside of the gold layer by a straightforward wet chemical treatment. Briefly, pieces from CD-R were cut to size and then immersed in concentrated nitric acid for 4 min. The protective polymer and lacquer layers spontaneously delaminated to expose the gold grating, which was then washed several times with water and ethanol followed by drying with a nitrogen stream. The polycarbonate and gold surfaces were not damaged by this treatment. The gold surface was then cleaned in an oxygen plasma for 1 min to remove any residual organic impurities (plasma cleaner PDC-32G, Harrick Scientific, Ossining, NY). Freshly prepared gratings were typically used for each experiment.

**Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) Imaging.** AFM images of the various grating surfaces were acquired with a Dimension 3100 scanning probe microscope and Nanoscope IV controller (Veeco Metrology, LLC, Santa Barbara, CA). Imaging was performed in tapping mode using silicon TESP7 AFM tips (Veeco Metrology, LLC) with a spring constant of ~70 N m⁻¹ and a resonance frequency of ~280 kHz.

**Solid Pin Microspotter.** A custom-built, floating pin microspotter was developed for construction of sensor arrays. Complete details of the design and performance of this spotting system will be the subject of a later report. Briefly, the microspotter consisted of a floating solid pin attached to a computer-controlled positioning system. Samples were placed beneath the floating pin near to a multwell plate, which was used for reagent storage and sampling. The spotting pin consisted of a 229-μm-diameter stainless steel solid pin (V&P Scientific) attached to a mount that allowed the pin to float during contact with the surface to be printed. The floating feature allowed a constant force to be applied during printing, as dictated by the weight of the pin. The positioning system consisted of a motor driver (UNIDRIV6000, Newport Corp., Irvine, CA) connected to three integrated stepper motor/linear translation stages (ILS Series, Newport Corp.) assembled in an orthogonal fashion to provide three independent directions of motion. The motor driver was interfaced via a motion controller card (ESP6000, Newport Corp.) to a personal computer. Spotter positioning was controlled with a custom-designed printing program written in LabView (National Instruments, Austin, TX). The sample platform consisted of an optical table (Newport Corp.) with a tilt stage. A combination of a sample mount and a holder for a multwell plate was attached to the tilt stage. The multwell plate served as a storage container for the various reagents used in deposition and rinsing of the floating pin. Printing solutions typically contained a 10 mM concentration of the molecule of interest dissolved in glycerol. During formation of a single printed spot, the pin was immersed into the printing solution to a depth of ~100 μm and then positioned over the desired sample location. The pin was brought into contact with the sample surface for a predetermined period of time and then removed. This process delivered a well-controlled droplet of glycerol containing the molecule of interest. Arrays of various chemistries were created by subsequently cleaning the pin by dipping into a rinse solution, moving to a new reagent well, dipping of the pin to collect this solution, and then repeating the spotting procedure on a new location of the sample. This entire procedure was automated with the various parameters, including dipping time, spot location, and surface pattern, input using a custom LabView program. In the examples contained herein, spots of MUA, MUN, and MUL were created in array patterns consisting of alternating spots or quadrants of spots with different chemistries. More complicated patterns with additional chemistries could be easily fabricated.

Following delivery of the glycerol droplets, the solution was allowed to react with the surface for a period of ~15 min. This reaction resulted in the formation of a self-assembled monolayer of the specific alkanethiol at the spot location. Spots were subsequently washed with copious amounts of ethanol and water and dried in a stream of nitrogen. Activation of carboxylic acid-terminated monolayers was achieved by exposing the sample to an aqueous solution containing 150 mM EDC and 30 mM NHS for 30 min. This reaction resulted in the formation of NHS-activated MUA regions, while it showed little effect on other surface regions. Subsequent attachment of BSA to the array surface was achieved by exposing the surface for 90 min to a 0.8 mg mL⁻¹ solution of BSA in HBS. The sample was then washed with HBS and dried under nitrogen. All reactions were carried out in covered 3–5 mL Teflon vessels.

**Imaging Surface Plasmon Resonance.** A custom-built device was used to collect SPR imaging data. The apparatus consisted of a white light source (LS-1 Tungsten Halogen Light Source, Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL) coupled to a narrow band-pass interference filter with a central wavelength of 632 nm and full width half-maximum (fwhm) of 10 nm (Newport Corp.). The emerging light was collimated with a convex lens having a focal length of 150 mm (Newport Corp.). The resulting beam passed through a linear polarizer before illuminating the grating sensor. The sample was mounted on a rotating tilt stage for manual alignment and rotation. Reflected light was focused onto a high-sensitivity monochrome CCD camera (EHDkamPro02, EHD Imaging GmbH) using a variable zoom lens (Zoom7000, Navitar). Images were captured with a frame-grabber card (Pinnacle Systems, Inc., Mountain View, CA) using commercially available software (Studio 8, Pinnacle Systems, Inc.). Typically, images were captured using both p-polarized and s-polarized light with the sample rotation near the minimum in surface plasmon intensity. The polarization state of light was switched between p- and s-states by simply rotating the linear polarizer. To calculate absolute intensities, the response of CCD was calibrated using several neutral density filters. A linear response resulted with ~18 pixel values giving a 10% change in intensity.

**Ellipsometry and Variable-Angle Surface Plasmon Resonance.** Measurement of ellipsometry or variable-angle SPR was achieved using an automated, multifunctional optical system (Multiskop, Optrel GbR). Ellipsometric data were acquired at a single wavelength (632.8 nm) with a beam diameter of ~0.6 mm in the PCSA configuration at 70° angle of incidence. Values of ellipsometric angles, Δ and Ψ, were translated into equivalent optical thicknesses using a three-medium model. Variable-angle surface plasmon resonance measurements were performed using the same instrument in variable-angle mode after removing the compensator. The laser and detector arms were rotated using a two-arm motorized goniometer with an angular resolution of 0.001°. A rotatable Glan-Thompson polarizer with an extinction ratio of 10⁻⁴ (Halle) was used to control the polarization state of the laser. Angle scans were captured using both p- and s-polarized
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Samples were prepared by cutting pieces of the CD-R to size and then subjecting them to the wet chemical treatment (vide supra). Soaking a piece of CD-R in a concentrated nitric acid solution for 3–5 min was sufficient to remove the protective layers of lacquer and polymer from the surface of the gold layer. Optical transmission measurements indicated that the thickness of the gold layer was 70 nm. Atomic force microscopy images revealed a modulated structure (Figure 2A). Roughness analysis indicated a reasonably smooth gold surface with typical root-mean-squared roughness of about 1.4 nm μm⁻². A cross-sectional profile perpendicular to the grating (Figure 2B) shows the longer-range topology of the surface with a period of 1560 nm and an amplitude of 115 nm. The shape of this surface profile approximates that of a trapezium with rounded corners.

Optical excitation of surface plasmons (SPs) at a metal–dielectric interface requires that the momentum of the incident light matches that of SPs in the metal. This occurs when the wavevector of incident light (kᵢ) matches that of the SPs. The SPs have a wavevector (kₛᵣ), the real part of which is described by the following dispersion relation:32

\[ kₛᵣ = \frac{2\pi}{λ₀} \sqrt{\frac{ε_mD + ε₉}{ε_M + ε₉}} \]

where \( λ₀ \) is the wavelength of excitation while \( ε_M = ε_M' + iε_M'' \) and \( ε₉ \) are the dielectric constants of the metal and dielectric layers. Since the momentum of incident light in air is lower than that given by eq 1, a coupling device is needed. The most commonly used coupling involves use of a prism in the Kretschmann configuration. In this configuration, the momentum of light is increased due to the prism having a higher dielectric constant than air. Under conditions of total internal reflection, an evanescent wave is generated at the prism–metal interface, which then propagates and couples with SPs at the metal–dielectric surface.

Momentum can also be matched using metal diffraction gratings.32 For a periodically modulated interface between a metal and a dielectric with a period \( λ \) (Chart 1), the surface component of the wavevector of incident light can increase (or decrease) by integral multiples of the grating wavevector. If this increase matches that of SPs in the metal, it can couple to and excite them. Mathematically, this relationship can be expressed by

\[ kₛᵣ = \frac{2\pi}{λ₀} \sqrt{\frac{ε_mD + ε₉}{ε_M + ε₉}} = \frac{2\pi}{λ₀} \sqrt{ε₉\sin θ₀ + m\frac{2\pi}{λ}} \]

where \( θ₀ \) is angle of incidence and \( m \) is an integer (0, ±1, ±2, ...) indicating the diffracted order. For surface plasmons that propagate in the forward direction, the diffracted order of \( m = +1 \) will result in the strongest coupling.39 When this coupling occurs, a sharp resonance dip is observed in the reflectance of p-polarized light.

To compare the SPR response of the commercial gratings used here to theoretical predictions, modeling was done using a commercial diffraction grating solver (PCGrate, International Intellectual Group, Inc., Penfield, NY). This solver uses an integral method to numerically solve the electromagnetism equations.39 Results for several model surfaces along with an experimentally measured reflectivity profile for the gold-coated grating are shown in Figure 3. These curves depict relative reflectivity (Rᵢ/Rₛ) versus angle of incidence for light at a wavelength of 632 nm. The experimental profile for the commercial CD-R grating shows a resonance dip with a minimum at 39.37°. Simulated curves are provided for gold surfaces having the same amplitude and period as measured from the CD-R grating, but with three different surface profiles: trapezoidal, triangular, and sinusoidal. In these simulations, the electric permittivity of air and gold was taken as 1 and −11.84 + i(1.36).41 The general shape of all the curves is similar; however, the simulated results underestimate the measured angle of resonance minimum. The trapezoidal profile most closely captures the shape of the experimental curve. The difference between the simulated and experimental curves could arise from several factors. The biggest effect on the position of the resonance minimum is the pitch of the grating. For example, a decrease in the pitch by 25 nm would lower the predicted resonance minimum by 0.5°, which is enough to account for the differences between the simulated and experimental curves. The

---

Footnotes:
values input for the optical constants of gold in the simulation could also vary slightly from the true values exhibited by the gold-coated grating, but a sensitivity analysis indicated that these parameters did not have a significant effect on the value of the resonance minimum in the simulation. The thickness of the gold layer in these studies (∼50 nm) is such that it allows some light to pass through the grating, which could influence the response. Although there was some concern about the impact of the underlying phthalocyanine-based dyes used in these CD-Rs, they do not absorb light at the wavelength used for analysis.42 Notably, underlying phthalocyanine-based dyes used in these CD-Rs, they to pass through the grating, which could influence the response.

The gold gratings were subsequently modified to create a sensor array. Preparation of the sensing surface was achieved by functionalization of the gold using alkanethiols. A variety of surface functionalities can be readily fabricated on gold surfaces by tailoring the headgroup, X, of an ω-functionalized n-alkanethiol, HS−(CH2)n−X and allowing it to self-assemble on gold.44,45 Similar self-assembly techniques have also been used to construct protein microarrays.46 We chose MUA, MUL, and MUN to construct modified gold surfaces. MUA is a convenient choice for covalent coupling to proteins since NHS activation can be used to create a surface that will readily react with pendant primary amines.47 MUL was chosen as a similarly sized control that presents a functionality different from that of MUL. Two different sample types were used in the studies described here—patterned and unpatterned. Unpatterned samples were used for characterization with ellipsometry and variable-angle SPR scans, while the patterned samples were constructed as sensor arrays to be analyzed with SPR imaging.

The unpatterned samples were created by immersing the gold grating in a 10 mM solution of MUA, MUL, or MUN in glycerol for 15 min. After sequentially washing with ethanol and water and then drying with nitrogen, the samples were immersed in an aqueous NHS/EDC solution for 30 min. After a brief wash, the samples were blown dry with nitrogen and then immersed in a 0.5 mg/mL solution of BSA in HBS for 90 min. The samples were then rinsed with water, dried under nitrogen, and then immediately characterized.

Unpatterned samples were characterized at various stages of fabrication by variable angle SPR and ellipsometry. Angle scans of the reflectivity of p- and s-polarized light as well as ellipsometry measurements at a fixed angle of incidence were performed at the same spot on each sample. The samples were aligned so that the orientation of the gratings was perpendicular to the plane of incidence formed by the arms of the goniometer. This was achieved by ensuring that the diffracted reflections fell in the incidence plane of the laser arm. Reflectivity scans were recorded as a function of angle of incidence for p- and s-polarized light such that normalized reflectivity (R_p/R_s) could be plotted (Figure 4A). After completion of each reflectivity scan, a compensator was added to the instrument such that a null-ellipsometry measurement could be performed without disturbing the sample. Ellipsometric parameters were measured at 70° angle of incidence.

Figure 4A depicts SPR angle scans of the bare gold surface, after assembly of the MUA monolayer, following NHS ester formation, and after attachment of BSA to MUA. The three surface modification steps caused the SPR minimum to increase in intensity and shift toward progressively higher angles by 0.13°, 0.2°, and 0.4° with respect to the clean gold surface (Table 1).

Ellipsometry measurements provided total film thickness values of 1.61, 1.76, and 5.54 nm for the MUA, NHS, and MUA/NHS/BSA layers, respectively. Alternatively, the individual film thicknesses for MUA, NHS, and BSA layers are 1.61, 0.15, and 3.78 nm. To calculate film thickness from ellipsometric parameters, a three-layer ambient-film–substrate model was used with a refractive index of 1.45 for the film.48 Fitting the SPR curves to a thin-film model was not due to computational limitations of the grating solver. Although modeling the results from a typical Kretschmann configuration is straightforward, solving the grating equations for a surface/film/ambient interface is much more complex and beyond the scope of this work. Therefore, ellipsometry was used as a calibration for the shifts in the SPR angle or intensity. Comparison of numerous angle shift and thickness measurements gives a calibration factor of ∼14.5 nm deg−1.

In addition to the MUA layers, the various other surface combinations were measured and the results tabulated in Table 1. The three different monolayers exhibited comparable thicknesses of 1.61, 1.68, and 1.58 nm for MUA, MUL, and MUN on gold. These thicknesses are similar to those reported in the

Figure 3. SPR curves as measured on grating at 632.8 nm (solid line) and as simulated with trapezoidal (bold solid line), triangular (dashed line), and sinusoidal (dash–dot line) grating profiles.

literature for densely packed thiolate monolayers formed out of ethanolic solutions.48,49 Treatment of the MUA surface with NHS produced a small thickness change of 0.15 nm. Similar treatment of the MUL, MUN, and bare gold surfaces produced no distinguishable change in the film thicknesses. Exposure of the various surfaces to BSA resulted in a range of responses. The largest change was observed on NHS-activated MUA with a measured film thickness of 3.78 nm after BSA exposure. This thickness is similar to those reported in the literature50,51 and agrees well with the $14 \times 4 \times 4$ nm ellipsoidal shape of BSA.52 This result is also consistent with the idea that carboxylic acid groups that have been “activated” via NHS treatment will covalently bind amine moieties in the BSA structure. Notably, in the absence of NHS treatment, the BSA film thickness reached a value of only 0.27 nm on MUA. The thickness of BSA on the other surfaces was less than that on NHS-activated MUA. The bare gold surface showed large amounts nonspecific adsorption with a measured film thickness of 3.13 nm. Nonspecific adsorption of BSA was significantly lower on MUN and MUL surfaces (Table 1) with film thicknesses of 1.01 and 0.46 nm. It should be noted that submonolayer ellipsometric film thicknesses can be interpreted as incomplete film formation on the surface. Our results are consistent with literature reports describing reduced adhesive forces between BSA and hydrophilic (OH, NH$_2$, COOH) thiolate SAMs 53 and, as a result, lower nonspecific interactions.54 This reflects the ability of BSA to readily participate in nonspecific adsorption onto various surfaces.

In variable-angle SPR, the resonance minimum is readily extracted and can be interpreted in terms of a thickness change. In contrast, SPR imaging typically records changes in intensity at a fixed angle of incidence. To choose the optimum angle for SPR imaging, relative changes in intensity were evaluated as a function of angle of incidence (Figure 4B). The maximum change in intensity for both the attachment of MUA on gold and further modification with BSA occurs at $38.5^\circ$. This angle roughly corresponds to the inflection point in the descent of the reflectivity curve as the minimum is approached from lower angles. SPR imaging at this angle should provide the highest degree of contrast with changing thickness, which should optimize the sensitivity of film thickness measurements.

Samples for SPR imaging consisted of an array of spots constructed from MUA, MUL, or MUN by printing onto the grating surface (Figure 5). Printing was achieved by “inking” a solid floating pin with a glycerol solution containing the molecule of interest and contacting the surface at a specified location (Figure 5A).

Table 1. SPR and Ellipsometric Results for Various Films

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>SPR shift in minimum angle versus Au (deg)</th>
<th>differential SPR shifts for topmost layer (deg)</th>
<th>total film thickness from ellipsometry (nm)</th>
<th>thickness of topmost layer from ellipsometry (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au/MUA</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au/MUL</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au/MUN</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au/MUA/NHS</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au/BSA$^a$</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au/MUL/BSA$^a$</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au/MUN/BSA$^a$</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au/MUA/NHS/BSA</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au/MUA/BSA</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Results for Au, MUL, and MUN surfaces exposed to the NHS/EDC treatment are indistinguishable from those reported here.

(54) Silin, V.; Weetall, H.; Vanderah, D. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 1997, 185, 94–103.

Figure 4. (A) SPR curves recorded for clean gold grating (solid line) and after subsequent surface modifications viz. MUA monolayer (dashed line), NHS esterification of MUA (dash–dot line), and covalent attachment of BSA (bold solid line). (B) Differential increase in reflectivity after MUA SAM formation (solid line) and covalent attachment of BSA (dashed line) with respect to clean gold grating.
contact with the surface. An example array is depicted in Figure 5B, which consists of a $10 \times 10$ array of 100 glycerol droplets containing MUA with a row and column spacing of 0.8 mm. Generally, the printed droplets showed slight spreading and elongation in a direction parallel to ridges on the grating. Arrays of various sizes and density could be readily prepared by modification of the printing routine. After a contact time of \(15\) min, the glycerol droplets were then rinsed from the surface to leave behind an array of spots containing the covalently linked alkanethiol monolayers.

Glycerol was used as a solvent for printing for several reasons. The high viscosity and low evaporation rate compared to ethanol, which is typically used to prepare self-assembled monolayers, made it a desirable solvent for printing. These properties minimized droplet spreading and also prevented the droplet from evaporating before a dense monolayer had formed. The low amount of spreading allowed dense arrays to be fabricated. In addition, glycerol provided sufficient solubility to the alkanethiols of interest to allow delivery to the surface in a small droplet. The rapid kinetics of alkanethiolate monolayer formation\(^{55}\) also encouraged us to try glycerol. Although the formation rate appears slower in glycerol than in ethanol, a fairly high SAM coverage occurred after a relatively short (\(~15\) min) exposure time. Notably, a somewhat lower coverage and less well-packed monolayer might be desirable for biosensing due to the reduced steric hindrance. Indeed, mixed SAMs containing long and short alkanethiols have proven most effective for protein immobilization.\(^{47}\) A short adsorption time can also help minimize multilayer formation onto the gold surface.\(^{56}\)


**Figure 5.** (A) A schematic showing the printing of MUA containing glycerol droplets. (B) Optical image showing $10 \times 10$ array of glycerol droplets containing thiol molecules printed in $7\ mm \times \ 7\ mm$ region of gold. The separation between the droplets is 0.7 mm along the rows and columns.

SPR images of the grating arrays were acquired by collecting the reflected light intensity ($R_p/R_s$) over the sample surface at a fixed angle of incidence and a single wavelength with the grating orientation perpendicular to the light path. The angle of incidence was chosen to be slightly smaller than the minimum angle for the substrate (vide supra) in order to provide maximum sensitivity for thickness changes.\(^{4} \) The size of the imaging region was small enough (\(~7 \times \ 7\ mm\) ) that the influence of grating curvature on the optical response was minimal. A white light source combined with a narrow band-pass interference filter having a central wavelength of 632 nm and a fwhm of 10 nm was chosen for imaging. Notably, the use of a white light source with a band-pass filter helps eliminate the interference fringes commonly observed in SPR images obtained with a laser light source without


**Figure 6.** (A) FFT-corrected SPR intensity image of a sensor chip containing $5 \times 7$ array of alternating MUA and MUL spots. MUA is the first spot in the upper left and all subsequent spots down the rows and columns alternating between MUL and MUA at a spacing of \(1\ mm\) . The outlined region in the lower right of the figure depicts the interference fringes present in the raw data. (B) Line profile of reflected intensity ($R_p/R_s$) along topmost row of spots. (C) Schematic showing alternating regions of MUA and MUL on gold-coated grating.
significant loss of sensitivity when compared to the monochromatic source. Indeed, it has been shown that using a 820-nm light source with a 12-nm fwhm does not significantly degrade the quality of SPR images in prism-based sensing platforms compared to a monochromatic light source.

Figure 6A depicts an SPR image of a 5 × 7 array of alternating MUA and MUL spots on a gold grating at a 38.5° angle of incidence. This image indicates the successful arraying of the gold surface with MUA and MUL spots. The spot sizes are ~0.3 mm² and the spacing between spots is ~1 mm. Images were captured using both p- and s-polarized light and the pixel values were divided to produce normalized (R_p/R_s) intensity images. The intensity change across a given row of spots shows a variation between gold and monolayer regions (Figure 6B). The MUA and MUL spots are indistinguishable in the image. The monolayer regions show an increase in intensity of R_p/R_s ~0.07 over the gold regions. This intensity change is consistent with that observed in variable-angle SPR (Figure 4B) and with the fact that the MUA and MUL layers are of comparable heights (Figure 6C). The detection limit of this imaging scheme can be surmised from the noise level depicted in Figure 6B at R_p/R_s ~0.01, which corresponds to a height change of ~0.25 nm. On the other extreme, saturation of the CCD imaging camera would occur at a film thickness (assuming a linear response) of ~10 nm. However, these numbers could potentially be improved with better optics and a higher quality detector. The spots in Figure 6A also present a somewhat distorted oval shape. This shape is partly due to droplet spreading along the grating ridges (down the columns). Also, since the images were acquired at an angle of 38.5°, the widths of the spots in the horizontal direction appear shorter by a factor of sin 38.5°.

All raw images captured using p-polarized light showed a light and dark band artifact (similar to interference fringes) as depicted in the inset of Figure 6A. These bands appear parallel to the grating ridges, but their origin is unclear. To reduce the impact of these bands upon the analyzed data, a fast-Fourier transform (FFT) was performed and the frequencies associated with the bands were removed. An inverse transform was then applied to yield the final images used for analysis. The filtering procedure did not degrade the image quality in any other way.

The ability of this array to adsorb the protein BSA was subsequently interrogated. The surface was first modified with NHS in order to activate the carboxylic acid groups on MUA to give it a high affinity for bonding to the amine groups in BSA. Although the entire array surface was exposed to the NHS solution, only the carboxylic acid-terminated MUA regions were modified. Figure 7B shows the SPR intensity image of the sensor chip after activation with NHS/EDC and immersion in BSA solution. The raw SPR image was subtracted from Figure 6A to present a difference image, where dark regions reflect little change while light regions reflect a large increase in intensity, which is presumably due to BSA binding. A schematic of this surface that identifies the various surface regions is shown in Figure 7A. The SPR image clearly shows that BSA interacts differently with gold,

Figure 7. (A) Schematic of sensor chip depicting alternating spots of MUA and MUL on gold grating. (B) FFT-corrected SPR difference image showing reflected intensity after immobilization of BSA. The dark spots represent MUL, and the light spots are MUA after exposure the BSA. (C) Schematic depicting immobilization of BSA at various surface regions (not drawn to scale). (D) Line profile of reflected intensity (R_p/R_s) along topmost row of spots.
the OH-terminated surface of MUL, and the NHS-activated surface of MUA. In Figure 7B, the bright spots correspond to BSA covalently bound to MUA. The dark spots are MUL and their low intensity reflects minimal adsorption of BSA. The background is intermediate in brightness, which suggests substantial nonspecific adsorption of BSA on the gold surface, although not as much as that seen on MUA. A line profile of the row of spots (Figure 7D) shows the variation in reflected intensity along the gold substrate and alternating spots of MUA and MUL. The increase in intensity for MUL is 0.05, for gold it is 0.2, while for MUA it ranges between 0.26 and 0.29. A schematic of the proposed surface adsorption is given in Figure 7C. The large change in reflected intensity on MUA regions is considered to be due to the strong binding between the amine groups on BSA and the activated carboxylic acid sites. Notably, binding of BSA on MUA that was not modified by NHS treatment was very limited (Table 1). A reduced intensity is observed for BSA binding on gold, but it shows a sufficient magnitude to indicate a strong interaction between BSA and the substrate. It is unlikely that gold undergoes covalent binding with BSA, but the nonspecific interactions are large enough to create a fairly dense layer. The small change in SPR intensity at the MUL regions reflects the ability of this hydroxyl-terminated surface to substantially reduce nonspecific adsorption of BSA.

A further example of the utility of this printing method and SPR imaging on functionalyzed grating surfaces is illustrated in Figure 8. In this sample, a 6 x 6 array of spots containing MUA and MUN was created in a pattern in which the upper right and lower left quadrants of spots consist of MUA while the upper left and lower right are MUN (Figure 8A). MUL is then used to fill the regions between the spots to provide a background that inhibits BSA binding as compared to unmodified gold. Activation of the MUA regions is again accomplished using NHS treatment. This is followed by exposure of the surface to BSA. A SPR difference image of the resulting surface is shown in Figure 8B. The image shows three levels of contrast. The background displays a low reflected intensity, consistent with limited BSA adsorption onto the MUL-coated regions. The remaining spots show two distinct levels of contrast. The upper left and lower right quadrants, which contain MUN spots, display an intermediate brightness while the MUA spots in the upper right and lower left are much brighter. An intensity profile across the uppermost row of spots (Figure 8D) shows the quantitative intensity differences. The SPR intensity on MUA increases by ~0.23, MUN by ~0.8, and MUL by 0.03. These differences are interpreted by the schematic in Figure 8C, which shows a high BSA coverage on MUA, intermediate adsorption at MUN and essentially no adsorption on MUL. These results are consistent with what was observed.
in the variable-angle SPR and ellipsometry results, which indicated weak BSA binding at MUL, strong binding at MUA, and intermediate binding at MUN.

Figures 7 and 8 represent just two examples of the range of surface patterns and chemistries that can be prepared and evaluated in this manner. In principle, one could substantially increase the number of spots in these printed arrays, with the primary limitations being the size of the imaging window and the minimum spacing between spots. Our current SPR imaging system allows a maximum image window of 1-in. diameter due to the size of the imaging optics. This image window could be increased by using larger lenses. At present, our printing system allows a minimum droplet spacing of ~0.7 mm to avoid merging of the printing droplets. This spacing would allow an array of ~225 spots cm$^{-2}$ to be constructed. In principle, the chemistry of each spot could also be different or consisting of various chemistries with numerous replicas.

CONCLUSIONS

We have described a simple and inexpensive, yet robust and flexible sensor platform based upon surface plasmon resonance imaging of a grating surface. The results indicate a highly sensitive detection scheme that is highly quantitative to film formation down to fractions of a monolayer. It has been demonstrated that prism- and grating-based SPR coupling methods give comparable theoretical sensitivities for angular interrogation modes. However, there are several advantages of using grating-based SPR sensing. There is no need for expensive glass components (prisms, slides) or index-matching fluid. Minimal alignment of optics is required, which imparts robustness to grating-based sensing. In addition, the sensor chip is mass-producible using the same inexpensive injection molding technology that is the state of the art for production of compact disks. Although commercially available CD-Rs provide a somewhat limited selection of grating periods and amplitudes, one could readily fabricate other sizes and shapes using standard photolithography and etching techniques.

In this work, we have focused on the development of a sensor platform that utilizes ex situ detection in air after exposure to a solution of interest. This format simplifies the optics required for readout of the detector response. However, one could readily adapt a grating substrate for in situ detection by fabricating a cell with optical windows at the appropriate viewing angles. The primary disadvantages of this approach would be the added complexity and the attenuation experienced by the light as it travels through the solvent.

The ability to construct arrays via pin printing of various surface chemistries allows complex sensor platforms to be easily created. The pin printing we have described allows a range of chemistries and array structures to be constructed with high reproducibility. Although this type of contact printing has some limitations when compared to jetted printing, its robustness and simplicity provides clear advantages. Indeed, pin printing systems are commonly used in the manufacture of protein microarrays and numerous printing tools are commercially available. In addition, the pin printing described here could be easily performed on any variety of surfaces and is not limited to the gratings substrates we used.

We have demonstrated the performance and utility of this method using a selection of functionalized self-assembled monolayers for the adsorption of BSA. This technique could be easily expanded and adapted to a variety of more complex surface chemistries as well as being readily applied to additional proteins and complex biomolecules.
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